California quake and the Ring of Fire.
McKana, July 3, 2020
Matthew 24:7-8 (KJV)
7 For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be famines, and
pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places.
8 All these are the beginning of sorrows
------------////////////-------------

In this website, I have posted many revelation of the earthquake in California. Today when I listen to our brother
you know sharing the words of the Lord, he mentioned the same thing I saw. I brought out from my files, what I
saw about the magnitude of the quake and the quakes in the regions of the ring of fire. We know what is coming
to California and this revelation includes the magnitude. The first and the second revelation given here will help
us have a better idea of what holds for the region. Take everything to the Lord.

California 9.1 Earthquake
(Revelation of December 16, 2018 3:00AM)
It is in the valley, looks low land likea the lake, filled with water and at the crevices of the lower end of
the valley, I see a big earthquake in the scale of 9.1, clearly reveled. Following that are many smaller
4.5s and many, many smaller quakes around it
Three days ago, I saw the same Earthquake in the same region.
It is coming, the big one!!

California in focus, West Cost and Pacific Ring of Fire shaken!!!
(Revelation of February 12, 2018)
This is what the Lord showed me. I was not frightened, I was not shaken, vey at eas, simple and clear
I see the map of the world, like the maps which shows Earthquakes. I see enormous Earthquake,
different in magnitude. The area of focus is in the western side of North and South America and the
Pacific.
I see good number of Earthquakes in California, ranging from the North all the way to the South. Right
on the center of California LA, at the center, I see a big, huge Earthquake, marked with red circle, a big
one. As far as the magnitude is concerned, nothing of which I have seen in any map. That area is the
focus and larger than the rest.
The next I saw the mountain ranges of South America, all the way from the North to the South. There is
a swarm of Earthquake, Chile Earthquake, swarms, some small scale some larg scale but not
comparable to the one in California.
Then I see the pacific. I questioned the pacific too? There are spares Earthquakes on the pacific ocean
with different magnitudes
Then I gazed to the Rest of the region, the pacific ring of fire, all are swarmed with big Earthquakes.
All at ones and all marked like red circles.
I didn't see buildings collapse or people die. In all the previous distinct many Earthquakes, I have seen,
the devastation, collapse of buildings, the shaking of mountain ranges and the death are staggering.
This is the last warning. By now the whole world knows the fate of California, scientifically and
prophetically.
The Lord have shown me many events long before and right before it happens.
The Time is now, with this, the storm cascades.

Huge, mega Earthquake.
(Revelation of June 18, 2020. ~2:30AM)
I see a very big earthquake west of Australia. It is on the map marked with a strong yellow color. This
is so big, it is the size of Australia west cost itself. Part of it on the land and part of it on the ocean,.
There has never ever been an earthquake like this. I though it is real and wondered this big an
earthquake?
The one I saw North of Japan, few weeks ago was big but this is the size of the east cost of Australia.
This is way much way beyond the scale and beyond human imagination.

